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This paper -is'concefned with the research and

development work that is being undertaken in.applying'inter-
action analysis to the trainineof university lecturers.
Interaction analysis, of more correctly in this context;-the
systematic observation of lecturing is'a technique that has
been used in conjunction with microteachingte facilitate the
,trainer's job in shaping the teaching,behaviour of the
lecturer. A tategdry system was devised that described the

"'Content of lectures, focusing on 46aching Boiuts (P), Examples.
(E), Instructional Asides (Ai) and Ndh-Instructional Asides
(Au)._ To this was added.a 'dust-bin" category (X) to make
the system inclusive with mutually exelusive events: The .

- paper repprts on how University lecturers are trained in the
system and how they. learn to record data collected from their
Lectures on Time'LineDisplays. These low inference data
-are thin usedin microteaching.sesaions where the lecturers
recordOn videotape their performance for peer and trainer
criticism. The systematieobservation.dataiare used to-make
more objective the trainer's criticism of the-microlecturesi,4-
and to provide evaluative data for improving teaching
iSerfornfance. The category System is also being used to study,
lecturing and to develop norms of effective and ineffective.
lecturing. Using 'norms' - .established ,in a correlational study

it is hoped to Lonstluct profiles of-lecturing that can 'be
further .Used in training.to demonstrate effective-teaching.

,
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.
'The Use of InteNaction,AnalyAis in the raining 4/University

Teachers.

0

.Although expansion inthe tertiary sector of education

has slO0ed lip, each year some 700 new teaching..sta. Tf.are

appointed in British universities. .1. By 1980 it is estimated

that wetaay well have 35,000 lecturers in our universities.

At present the salary bill for lecturers iS, approximately

£140 million (at 1972 prices). A figure, that inrelation to

the nations,k wage bill or the total cost of the tertiary'.
.

sector, i§ not insignificant. Only.receniIY, has the problem .

of how new member's of staff should be,train9decome in for ale

4

extensive research and develOpment that has

A

been applied to

teachers in other sectors of education. With increasing talk

about regional and national training, it ic becoming obvious

tha' university lecturers require the most efficient andt

.effective training techniques that are available, in.arder that

, . ,

they can become.effec ve teachers as soon as possible after
. so,

ap4intthent. 'Research work in the_university of Aberdeen has

.., .

.........
.1been exami Ahg some techniques that have been used in both the

U.S *A ad this tou1/4nt ry with * imary and secondary teacher
. .

training to see if these techniques.could'te used in .the
. ..

. 4 ..t__. .

tertiary sector. This paper is concerned With the technique
a

.4

c

1

A . I ,known as -Interaction Analysis. 1 *

. .)
'." .

. . . .'x .
r k 4

So far research has 'shown that., an important variable .in
., ,

_____ . . 4 0 -

.. ..
i

.0
teacher training is tratnees

..,

receiving mmediate l'eddback on
`

their performance during training. In secondary and primary °

teacheretraining microteaching has systematiZed .this 'feedback,

4

"0'
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process by allowing, trainees to practi'se their teachift skills

in a simulated clasgroom and use audio and video recordings of

their performance to provide objective records for subsequent

s

training sessions. Microteaching has also been supplemented

Nc- with interaction analysis in ordgr to-give more direction ` and

structure to the feedback process (McAleese, 1973). In

applying tqcroteackin to the training of .university lecturers

we .have attempted tC"systematiie the training process and to

devise more effective protocols for braining courses. Inter-
_

actiop analysis, or more corredtly in this context, the

systematic obserCration of lecturing, has suggested itself as

both an evaluative and descriptive tool in training..

Systematic obsery tion means in'this context the doding.at
.N\

regular intervals of the teaching behaviour of the lecturer and'
$

the recording of these events in a form that will facilitate

eedback: The fo of systemati4 observation used in

IN Aberdeen has analy ed the.pedagogic structure pf lectures and

used this data in he training sessions to more accurately

describe training erformances ane-Svggest ways of ,making the

\

trainees,performan e more effective. Figure 1.summarises the

categories that,fia e been used, t=o date.

9

----Figure 1.about

The Genesis of the S stem

'In a study by Gage.,(Gage, 1968) he shggested that the

ability to ex lai was ~a crucial factor' in discr minating'

between'effCtive aridineffective ecturers. -Ttis AbUity to

explain can be dg cribed in terms of lecturers statin

r

ules
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0:eachin6:PointtO and relating these-to'Extmpfes This'..

. -

'Rul-eg'4/unit was found more 'frequently in,effectiveithan

in inefOctive lecturers.' -It can therefore be assgmedthat
/

-

a l

the use,of this unit just might be an importait teaching, skill,.

that. lecturers should learn in order to improve their effect-
(

A : .

iveneS's .It'is front this premise that work began.
.

In terms
i

«,
.

of d':
h

screte units thil can be used for systematic ecbservation,

7
thete 'RulLegl'units can be broken down into Teaching Points (P)

aixamples (E). Two other elements in the remaining. content

lecturirig ere discovered in initial trials, .Asides that

are instructional in implication'60 and Asides that are nail-

-

instructional (Au) Adding these two categoifies to the 'Rul-

.

.

..

'eg! unit ga,,ie.a delpiiption of.the dontent of lecturing. in
. ,.

. ..
.

instructional bits i.e the/pedagogic structure. By adding'
./

tothese four categories a 'dust-bin', category X, an i
6

exhaustive description qi lecturing can be obtained using these:

wmtually*exclusIve categories.. -(Sg& Figure r). Before the

.

, ,.... \co
; .

-...

analysiscouldne undertaken, a,grostary fdi the categories and,
k ...

,t,

0
a set of ground rules were. drawn up. The glossary...clearly
4

defined the inclusiveness of each of the categories and -the

, ...- .

ground rules were used to assist in making consistent dvision's

in appncation over doubtful encoding Rrocedures, As the'
. ,

.let, .. ,

system was new some trials were' undertaken to establish the
,- ...

.

f reliability and validity for the categories.
« .

. ,

. ,

.
.

.1-----rqcording procedure was to have'a coder deCide every three°

4, ,:.0fl
Using':a sample, of 29 lectures these categories were

. .

. . applied using systematic'ob3erv'ation.' .The encoding or-

seconds which of 'Ole categorids bq.st fittedthe vdrbal behatdour

0
4

tee
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4.
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%

(content)' of the lecture during'thterevious time period.'

Table 1 shows the cumulative' results of two trials qfthfs

analysis.

i

--Table 1 abyt here--,-

mow
The concurrent validity of the categoriesere'establishid-

using independent' ratings of the samples as the dependent

variable',

category.

Table 2 gives the correlation values for each',

Table 3 gives the stability of the categories.

1

----Tables 2 and 3 about her ---

A testo-retest reliability for four raters using the rating

scale was established at Q.

' In order to use the,categories for further research and N.

4

training che'glossary acid several ground'rules were modified. -

A

The System,in Use '

,

In-order that the lecturers can use the system forLthe

analysis of their lecturing-they must first_learn the

procedure, for analysis. Figure 2 summarises a two-day '

training prOgramme that has been used,

via

-A4

1/4

----Figure 2 .about

So that the lecturers can use the coding system with a

-high degree of reliability iE is necessary to isbcipef their

ceding 'to ensure a Iiigh-cbrrelation between 'individual,trainees, , - ...
..

and between codings of,one trainee, over a period of time'bn the
1 .

same lecture. Ilkie training chedule is deiigned to do this:"
. '

. . .. .,

4
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An example of lecturing is selected that contaios'a good

distribution of the categories. This one Sailiple of teaching
.

is used all the way through the initial training'.

Experience shows that using one piece of lecturing in the et/
)

initial stages is most effective, *.Hailing both viewed aid

liAve4 to the lecture and discussed the content in general

terms, the,traanees are in troduced to the categories. Examples

of these are given both verbally and _Cape. It is

impormntethat the trainer should be flexible in this

presentation oexamples, although careful selection-in

advance, makes for'few disagreements. Thdre will, however, be

such disagreements as although the categories are relatively

low in inference, there can be borderline cases. Using,the

difficult examples 'ground rules"can be developed with the

traineet in order to facilitatA coding. The purpose of-this

, . .

activity is 9 siert 'shaping' of, the lecturers in recognising.'

1v. .. .
,

.

the categoriis. Having listened to the lecture again, and
. .

,attempted to recognise the categories as they occur the

trainees are next confronted with a transcript of the lecture.
. e

This is divided up.,into what is called 'thought units1.(Taba,
, 0.

.

. 1967) that'is, remarks.or a series of remarks that express a

complete instructional unit'. In ,practice these thought-units
,

are usually sentences (hut not always). The trainees then
a

c6-6e each of these units rands on the transcript their.

coding.

1 In stage two, the Time Line/hisplay (11)) is introduced.,

The TLD is a method of recording o'n paper a sequence of events

showing both the,cal:egory 'used and the passage of time. The

.

\
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previously coded transcript is then"transferred orthe TLD.

Stage three in the training is to introduce'the idea of

pampling of the vorb41 bshaviout at regular time intervals.

The time interval'Used. in- training is 6 seconds. At_prepent
t

we have usedthis.slower interval as it was thought thatthe

lecturers would be-happier at this rate (most interaction work

uses about 20 observations pdr minute or a 3 second time

cnterVal). It is envisaged that the.rate,will bi isnxeased

A

to 3 second periods ac'lecturers become mofe.familiar with the

0

methodology. One of the 'reasons for this is to reduce the ,

,

. . .

number of difficult Coding decisions due.t;.'aC"ha.nge in

A Nsi

category during the time period i.e. 6 seconds). the same t

piece of lectuFe is then Coded at 6 secone'intervals on the .

transcript. Some discusion4lakes place about the difference

hetween thought units' and 6 second, segments. It is found in

practice that there is very little difference in either the
,

sequence of code symbols or the relative'frequency of the

observed-categories. Having transferred the 6 second trans-
.

cript td a TLD the trainees then can attempt their first 'live'

coding. This is taken'in easy stages, starting with'1 minute,

then 2 minute segments and so on, working up to 10,mindtes in

about four step. Again these,codings are transferred to the

TLD's. At,the,end of a morning spent diicusfng. ecturingin

.terms of the categories' and learning the categories. the lecturers

are usually/ready to try the system on their own lecturing.

The Training 'Session

HaViitg completed. the initial traininCqe 1dcturers go on to

Day 2 of the prograMMe: %(See Figure 2). This uses conventidral
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7.

microteaching practIttof recording and playback of mi-cro-
.

lec tures to-provide an objective.frame of reference for

subsequent discussion.

:4---.f Figure 3 about here---

Figure)
3 summarises in diagrammatic form the microteaching

cycle that we nave devised., .puring the playback; of, the

I

microlecture the lecturers code their own and peers' teaching.

_These data are-then us ed in the Critique session that follows
.

in order wp provide objective and reliable data on the

subject's performance.. The Coding does not always cover the

comPlete microlecture,,, as the trainers are always asked 'Is

there,7any particular part of the lecture that you want to

-.-

analyse 11(detai.,1?' - Either the firstthall, the' middle, or

the last half of the lecture is'coded.

\ .

ti

FIgure 4 shows the 'I:Lk a lectuxer op one of the

0

----"Fkgure 4 about here-7-
. -

experimental sessions. These- data are used by both the

trainer and the trainees in their discussions. They provide

the 'wortks% for describing the performance at any par'ticular-

part of a licrolecture. As yet there 'is no syntax of this

'14nguage' as the norms that would be required to establish a

/syntax have not 1)en established. Our research work is

attewpcing to est:abliWthese'values.

In order to evaluate this workeveyal experiment41

war run earlier this year in, which systethatic

observation was used. Using the attitudes of the lecturers
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as the dependeht variable we were able to obtain subjective

impressionSof the efficaty of the technique.

were very encouraging. /. They_puggested that ,although we have

These results

not quite found the best use of these data in the training

sessions, the :information was very useful to the lecturers'in

devcribing their performance. The most important-thing it

encouragedid was to encourage the 4ecturers to talk about their teaching

in a qay'that was neither lib nor superfioal. The main

defect-of the system at present is.that there is very often a

4

situation where the-trainee says ... 'OK, that part of the

t
. .

lecture did not goipery well and I see frogthe.TLD that' ''N--.

turing.lhost: two rdinntes.I was "usiAt a lot of Ai's. What
, .

should I do about it? Should I'not use 'Useless' asides or What

should I dO 91 At present we docnot havethe answer but
.1,-

.

P ' ,

1 on%ompletionof a correlational study that is being undertaken
. ,

we might be able to reply: ':. Yes, that'S right; that part of

thg lecture did not go very. well. .Ve have found, IINVever,
%. .

.

-,. , -, 1 .

that when,We looked at effective and ineffective lecturers the
,-,_-<;,

sr _
.,,..,,,,,

. 1. former used' a lot _more' (less!) Ai- 's than you did; now the next

- 'time you teach this_ aspect of ,the'topic4 suggest that_you try

a?d be more factual, use more P's and E's ... etc., etc:'

Rerhaps this scenario is a little problematical; it does

at least give the flavour of how interaction anaLysig might be
- .

used in a training session in'the late 70/s: We are
0

.sufficiently encouraged by our work at present tO,,continue

experimenting and t use systematic observation. in both-

descriptive.and evalative roldsin the training of univers ity

fectureis. It wi-1,1 be further upedin other research studies:,

into different aspects. of le:Cturing.

1

a
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Category

.
;

F71.7qupncy.

P- 60.7%

E -4:4% .

Ai 17.4

Au
.

4.2%

'.18.3%
..

TABLE 1:

6
. 4ft.-

N = 58: .

Ren-dve Irrevency of theCategories

1

,

A

.

4

, /

c)

, I

12
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(:3.tegory
Produc,t :.:c.:as.nt

Correia Lien

P .51
----

. .

E , .82

P + E .54

t

. Ai,
.

,

'
..

.75

Au , n.a.

Ai + Ail .75 .

(n. . --not enough data)

.T,9131p

*- 61114ent Validity Of. the Caffegoriee

.4

0 N = 18

12 point rating scale

I

, ,

0
1

4 r

.-....
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fit

4

p

Category

,(

Agreement N = 29

'Test - Retest
(10 day 'gap)

.

P
k

: 95%

E

r-

57%

Ai I

I

98%
.

r

.

Au 1 93_

X j 96
,

Table 3:

I

Stability of the "Categories

a

,

0

%a
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UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN

I 1;

CONTENT A ?;.^.LYSIS OF LECTURING. (C.A.L.)

Glossary

A teaching point, part of an argument

Or.thesis. An itemof 'information,
,an opinion, 'a fact, a ,generMprizatioD,

Coding Unit Symbol

Ad\principle.or concept. Lecturer's

cpan opinion or quoting an other

)-4 authority.
a

POINT P

U
'44

Example's,, related to teaching points.

Comparitors,,a concrete example of a

.teaching point.
.

1 410, EXAMPLE "E

Verbal behavioUro f relevance to

the lecture but 'not intended as part

, of an argunient or thesis. ASIDE

References, objectives.or aims (Instructional)'

'reLe'vant,to the lecture or course of

lectures. Summarizing teaching

°points made in 'other lectures..
.

Ai

A non-instructional aside. Comments

of no dirett releyance to topic of ,, ASIDE Au
21

lecture. Greeting's, 'tension
(Non-instructional

.

0

4useless) v ,
.

releasers, directions, joleps or 4 '4

'irrelevant.exampNs.
-,

. .

Verbal behaviour that is.uncoaabrle.,

,Confpsion'or silence. Non- verbal X

'communication.communication. Writing on blackboard,

using .A-V aid; Students talk.

!

FIGURE 1 : The Content Analys,is of Lecturing.

.-"^"1"4
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DAY 1 a DAil4 4

Training in Observation SYstem

View video tape of lecturer'in.lecture theatre.

2. 'Discuss

3. The categories of the observation system

4. Listen to examples of categories -

Listen to lecture (same as 1), looking for examples of categories

6. Discuss

7. Code transcription of leCtures'(same as 1)

8. The Time-line display (TLD)

9. Transfer coding of leeture.(7.) to.TLD

10. Sampling of teaching behaviour (3 seconds; 6 seconds)

11. Code Typescript of lecture (same as 1) at 6 second intervals

12'. Transfer typescript (11.) -to

13.' Sampling at 6 second intervals,'(listen to timing)

14. Listen to lecture (same:as 1)

15. Code lecture at 6 second- intervals. (same-aa. 1.)

16.._Transfer,leCture (150 to TLD

17. Discuss

\' Training Session

1. Videotape Lecturers 1 to 4 - 9 minute, mitrolecturep

.2. Codelirst,5 minutes lectures, 1 and 2. as a group)

3. Code last 5 minutes lectures,

4. Replay'lecture 1 -

'5. Discuss; with codings
. -

6. Replay lecture 2

7. Discuss,with endings.'

8. ,ReplaY:tecture 3

9. 'Discu'ss, with codings 6

10. Replay lecture 4

.11. Discuss, with codings

12. EValuate the recordings and

't

3 and 4 (as a group)

the codings

t

4

Figure

1

Training Programme

16

44.
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Figure 3:

Microteaching cype for training
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